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The rapid advancement of the Internet of things (IoT) with applications across various sectors urges the development of miniaturized energy-storage devices that can harvest or deliver energy with high power capabilities. While micro-supercapacitors can meet the high-power requirements of ubiquitous sensors connected to IoT networks, their low voltage and low energy density remain a major bottleneck preventing their wide-scale adoption. In this report, we develop micro-supercapacitors using RuO$_2$ electrodes providing pseudocapacitive charge storage in protic ionic liquid-based non-aqueous electrolytes while enlarging their operational voltage. The triethylammonium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (TEAH-TFSI)-based interdigitated porous RuO$_2$ micro-supercapacitors showed an extended cell voltage up to 2 V with 4 times more energy density compared with conventional H$_2$SO$_4$ electrolyte. We then developed an all-solid-state micro-supercapacitor using TEAH-TFSI-based ionogel electrolyte able to deliver high areal capacitance (78 mF cm$^{-2}$ at 2 mV s$^{-1}$) and long-term cycling stability that is superior to state-of-the-art ionogel-based micro-supercapacitors employing carbon-based or pseudocapacitive materials. This study gives a new perspective to develop all-solid-state micro-supercapacitors using pseudocapacitive active materials that can operate in ionic-liquid-based non-aqueous electrolytes compatible with on-chip IoT-based device applications seeking high areal energy/ power performance.
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1. Introduction

The rising growth of smart and autonomous microelectronic devices in the IoT (Internet of Things) era pushes for the development of advanced microscale energy sources with tailor-made features and customized energy/power requirements [1, 2]. Micro-supercapacitors (MSCs) emerged as potential energy storage devices complementing microbatteries to power ubiquitous sensor networks needed to foster the development of IoT [3]. Due to the fast surface-confined reactions involved in double-layer or pseudocapacitive charging, MSCs show high-power delivery performance through fast charge/discharge along with excellent cycling stability [4-8]. However, these reactions provide low energy density which prevents their large-scale adoptability in real device applications. To mitigate this issue, several studies have been devoted to the engineering of MSC electrode materials and structural architecting of current collectors to enhance the surface area and areal energy density by considering the limited available footprint area [9, 10]. These approaches nonetheless have associated challenges such as complex synthesis routes, maintaining electronic conductivity and mechanical stability, and electrode-electrolyte compatibility issues, among others. Although increasing the active material loading has been a long-standing strategy to improve areal capacitance and the areal energy density, it comes at the expense of higher electrode thickness. Further, it will have a detrimental effect on the robustness of the electrode and lead to poor interfacial and mechanical stability with the current collectors [11, 12]. Another important challenge to solve for reaching high energy density values in MSCs is the limited electrochemical stability window (ESW) as energy stored is directly related to the square of the cell voltage. The electrolytes play a major role in deciding the ESW and liquid-state electrolytes currently employed are troublesome for microfabrication. Therefore, developing novel electrolytes alternative to commonly used aqueous electrolytes compatible with the electrode materials able to afford a wide ESW and feasible incorporation into the commercial microfabrication process requires prompt scientific attention [13-15].

Considering the choice of electrode materials, pseudocapacitive active materials such as metal oxides offer higher specific capacitance than electrochemical double-layer capacitor (EDLC) materials owing to surface controlled redox reactions that makes the major contribution to the charge storage. Among metal oxides, hydrous ruthenium dioxide is known to be the state-of-the-art pseudocapacitive material having the key merits of excellent conductivity, high electrochemical reversibility, and cycling stability [11, 16, 17]. Despite these key characteristics, the high cost prevents their implementation in bulk supercapacitors. On the other hand, micro-supercapacitors (MSCs) require negligible mass loading to meet practical
charge storage performance so their cost is not a limiting factor to their application in MSCs [18]. All of the reports on RuO$_2$-based MSCs use aqueous electrolytes having narrow ESW ascribed to the inherent limitation of water thermodynamic decomposition potential leading to poor energy density performance. In addition, the use of water as solvent faces the issue of evaporation in real applications considering the small volume of the electrolytes used in MSCs. Finding an alternative to aqueous electrolytes is challenging because protic electrolytes with the accessibility of free H$^+$ ions are imperative to promote the surface redox reactions in RuO$_2$ electrodes. Interestingly, protic ionic liquids, a subclass of ionic liquids is a potential non-aqueous electrolyte alternative able to exchange H$^+$ with RuO$_2$ hence promoting surface redox reactions while affording a wider ESW [19]. Rochefort et al. first successfully demonstrated the origin of pseudocapacitance in RuO$_2$ using PILs and the capacitance reported is comparable to the aqueous electrolyte [20]. Lindberg et al. recently showed that proton availability influences the electrochemical response in MnO$_2$ electrode, where only the acidic proton of PILs can induce reversible redox reactions while protons attached to aprotic ionic liquids (AILs), e.g., in hydroxy groups fail to bring about any faradaic contribution [21]. Recent reports are suggesting that PILs can be also used in combination with conducting polymers and transition metal nitride-based electrodes [22, 23]. It is known that compared to aqueous electrolytes, PILs display higher viscosity with slower H$^+$ transfer and it remains to be determined if this is a limiting issue in MSCs. Moreover, as they share the same properties as aprotic ILs, PILs can help to overcome other major challenges associated with currently used electrolytes such as evaporation and encapsulation issues of aqueous-based and flammability of common organic electrolytes [24, 25].

Herein, for the first time, we have developed interdigitated RuO$_2$ MSCs using novel PIL-based electrolytes able to provide pseudocapacitance with higher ESWs as compared to conventional aqueous electrolytes. The slow proton transport kinetics of PILs were addressed by the inclusion of silicotungstic acid (SiWa, H$_4$SiW$_{12}$O$_{40}$) with the PIL composition, which further boosted the pseudocapacitive current response. The porous RuO$_2$ MSC using SiWa-doped TEAH/TFSI electrolyte manifested a cell voltage exceeding 2 V with an areal capacitance value as high as 86 mF cm$^{-2}$ at 5 mV s$^{-1}$, which is on par with the performance of porous MSC tested using 0.5 M H$_2$SO$_4$ (cell voltage of 0.9 V and areal capacitance of 85 mF cm$^{-2}$ at 5 mV s$^{-1}$) with a similar number of RuO$_2$ deposition cycles. The higher cell voltage provides an enhancement of the areal energy density by delivering a value of 31.8 µWh cm$^{-2}$ (i.e. 114 mJ cm$^{-2}$) at 0.5 mW cm$^{-2}$ that can still retain at 11.1 µWh cm$^{-2}$ at a higher power density of 8 mW cm$^{-2}$. To address issues pertaining to the use of liquid electrolytes in MSCs, an ionogel
composed of poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) and SiWa-doped TEAH/TFSI (90 wt%) is developed. The ionogel-based all-solid-state MSC showed an areal capacitance of 79 mF cm\(^{-2}\) at 2 mV s\(^{-1}\) with better long-term cycling capability superior to many of the state-of-the-art all-solid-state micro-supercapacitors employing carbon-based or pseudocapacitive materials [26-33]. The present study vividly represents the feasibility of the direct incorporation of PIL-based RuO\(_2\) MSCs for real IoT-based applications.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Electrode fabrication

A Ti(100 nm)/Au(300 nm) thin layer was first patterned onto an oxidized silicon wafer using conventional photolithography and lift-off techniques and was electrochemically pretreated by cycling between -0.3 and +1.7 V versus saturated calomel electrode (SCE) in 1 M H\(_2\)SO\(_4\) at a scan rate of 100 mV s\(^{-1}\) until a stable voltammogram was obtained. The typical dimensions of the interdigitated electrodes are provided in Scheme S1. The total geometrical active surface area of the electrodes is 0.25 cm\(^2\). Porous interdigitated metallic current collectors were selectively electrodeposited using the dynamic hydrogen bubble template (DHBT) technique onto conductive areas (bath solution contains 2 x 10\(^{-3}\) M of HAuCl\(_4\).3H\(_2\)O in 3 M H\(_2\)SO\(_4\) and the applied current density was 5 A cm\(^{-2}\) for 10 min with Pt mesh as counter electrode and SCE as reference electrode). The porous substrate was rinsed with deionized water before ruthenium oxide (RuO\(_2\)) deposition. Electrodeposition of hydrous RuO\(_2\) onto the interdigitated porous Au was done by cycling the electrodes between -0.3 and +0.95 V versus SCE at 50 mV s\(^{-1}\) for 300 cycles in a solution of 0.01 M RuCl\(_3\).xH\(_2\)O in 0.2 M KCl-HCl buffer medium. The electrode was then annealed at 150 °C for 1 h.

2.2. Protic Ionic Liquids (PILs) synthesis

All the PILs were prepared by the slow addition of the equimolar amount of acid into each respective base while stirring in an ice bath. To prevent trace amounts of water from the precursor or atmosphere, the mixtures were heated at 60 °C for 24 h under vacuum. The vials containing PIL samples were sealed and kept in the glove box under argon for the measurements. Water content was measured using Karl Fisher titration.

2.3. Preparation of ionogel

Ionogel was produced by mixing a poly(vinylidene fluoride) (M\(_w\) ≈ 534,000, Sigma Aldrich) in acetone and stirred until a uniform viscous solution is formed. After, SiWa (H\(_4\)SiW\(_{12}\)O\(_{40}\))
doped TEAH-TFSI electrolyte (90 wt%) was added to this solution and stirred for 2 h. The all-solid-state micro-supercapacitor was realized by carefully drop-casting the ionogel electrolyte onto the interdigitated RuO$_2$ electrode and letting it dry at room temperature.

2.4. Material Characterizations
The electrochemical characterizations were performed with an SP-240 BioLogic potentiostat. The surface morphology of the electrodes was examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) on a Hitachi S-4800 field emission electron microscope. The surface chemical composition of ruthenium oxide was estimated via X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using a Thermo Scientific spectrometer operating with a monochromatic Al K$_\alpha$ X-ray source (1486.6 eV). The density and viscosity measurements of PILs were conducted simultaneously with an Anton-Paar DMA 5000 M and Lovis 2000ME, which use an oscillating U-tube principle for density and a rolling ball (falling sphere method) viscometer. The ionic conductivity was measured with a Jenway microvolume 120 mm reach glass conductivity probe (model 027815), made of two platinized platinum plates.

3. Results and Discussion

Scheme 1. a. Schematic of realizing interdigitated Au substrates and the deposition of RuO$_2$ with photographs of the device; b. Structures of the cation and anion groups of ionic liquid candidates explored for RuO$_2$ MSCs (1. 2-MePy = 2-methyl pyridinium, 2. Pyr$_{1H}$ = 1-methyl...
pyrrolidinium, Pyr$_{4H}$ = 1-butyl pyrrolidinium, 3. TEAH = triethylammonium, 4. BTMA = butyl-trimethyl ammonium, 5. Tf = trifluromethanesulfonate, 6. TFA = trifluoroacetate acid, 7. TFSI = bis(trifluoromethanesulfonylimide).

The initial objective was to figure out the electrochemical stability window of RuO$_2$ electrodes in various protic ionic liquids (PILs). For this, we first deposited hydrous ruthenium oxide electrochemically on interdigitated flat Au substrates (Scheme 1a), the deposition method was presented in our earlier reports [18]. The successful deposition of the active material has been confirmed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) elemental mapping (Fig. S1). It is noteworthy that the electrodeposition technique is a viable and scalable route concerning the commercial microfabrication process. The structure of the PILs investigated in our current study on RuO$_2$ MSCs is shown in Scheme 1b. The choice of these electrolyte candidates is based on their physicochemical properties with a range of commonly available structures that are easier to synthesis and remain stable under normal operational conditions [34-37]. It is important to mention that few of these selected structures of PILs are already reported for conventional supercapacitors using metal-oxide electrodes or their aprotic analogues are used for EDLC-based electrodes [20, 38-42]. The key properties of PILs that are desirable for energy storage include high ionicity (large \( \Delta \) pKa between the constituents), high ionic conductivity/lower viscosity, and wide stability windows. For instance, while pyrrolidinium or alkyl ammonium-based PILs can provide a wide stability window, the PIL composed of pyridine-based cation and trifluoroacetic acid anion can render high ionicity due to their large pKa difference [35, 38, 41, 43].
Our next goal was to determine the electrochemical window of RuO₂ MSC in these electrolytes. To achieve this, we run cyclic voltammetry (CV) scanning starting at open circuit potential to a point where irreversibility due to electrolyte oxidation and electrode damage become conspicuous. To have a better differentiation with the standard 0.5 M H₂SO₄ electrolyte, a comparison of the CVs of RuO₂ MSCs between 0 and 1 V using different PILs as well as in the aqueous electrolyte is shown in Fig. 1a. Although a higher current density is achieved with the aqueous acidic electrolyte due to faster redox kinetics and efficient utilization of active sites, the ESW is limited to ca. 1 V owing to the thermodynamic decomposition limit of water. It should be noted that among the synthesized PILs, 2-MePy/Tf and Pyr₁H/TFA remained in the solid or semi-solid form, therefore it is required to use an organic solvent and aprotic ionic-liquid medium for the dilution and to use as electrolyte for the electrochemical characterisation. Fig. 1b shows the normalized CVs (the current, I, has been normalized by the scan rate, s, and capacitance, C) of RuO₂ MSCs tested using PILs at their maximum cell
voltage (1.1 V for 2-MePy/Tf and 1.5 V for the rest of the PILs (2-MePy/TFA, Pyr$_{11}$H/TFA, Pyr$_{4}$H/TFA, and TEAH/TFSI)). The CV curves showed pseudo rectangular shapes showing the pseudocapacitive charge transfer between PIL and RuO$_2$ beyond the thermodynamic stability window of conventional aqueous electrolytes. In order to provide a comparison of the impact of the maximum voltage across the electrolytes used, the CV curve of RuO$_2$ MSC using 0.5 M H$_2$SO$_4$ up to 1.5 V is shown in Fig. S5. A large current onset at 1.1 V which corresponds to the irreversible oxidation of water. To evaluate how the conductivity affects the electrochemical response of the MSC, the temperature dependence of molar conductivity is represented using the Arrhenius plot (Fig. 1c). The conductivity strongly depends on the ion-ion interaction and in PILs, hydrogen bonding also plays a role in the intermolecular interactions [44]. The Pyr$_{4}$H/TFA showed an ideal fit in the Arrhenius plot at all temperatures, which we believe could stem from the higher water content (>1000 ppm) as it can disrupt the strong ion interactions in the PIL. On the other hand, both TEAH/TFSI and 2-MePy/TFA showed curvature deviation at lower temperatures. For such systems, the Vogel–Tamman–Fulcher (VTF) fit is used to describe the ion conduction behaviour, which implies the increase in temperature is not entirely resulting in increased ion mobility. The Walden plot gives a qualitative analysis of the ionicity of PILs by comparing ionicity and equivalent conductivity values, which help us to understand the proton transfer property of PILs. An ideal line in the Walden plot is obtained based on the measurements using 1 M KCl solution. An ionic liquid of “good” quality lies in proximity to this line and those of poor quality will be lower than this line as described by Angell and co-workers [45]. The data corresponding to 0.5 M H$_2$SO$_4$ will appear above the ideal line owing to the Grotthuss transport mechanism that is well-known in the literature [46]. The 2-MePy/TFA showed a value exactly on the reference KCl (Fig. S2), indicating a good ionicity, which is in accordance with some of the earlier reports of using 2-MePy/TFA where a large Δ pKa between the constituents granted a higher ionicity and a strong proton transfer without forming a neutral species by volatilization during the heating step [38]. Both TEAH/TFSI and Pyr$_{4}$H/TFA are positioned slightly below and closer to the ideal line with slight ion pairing in the latter as is expected from PILs, where charge transport occurs via a vehicle-type mechanism. Overall, the conductivity values of investigated PILs occupy the region of good ionic liquids in the Walden plot and are comparable to most of the PILs reported in the literature. Next, we performed cycling of the electrodes in all these electrolytes as long-term cycling is a key requisite for the practical application of MSCs. Despite a higher ionic conductivity, 2-MePy/TFA showed lower cyclability with a sharp capacitance drop up to ca. 500 cycles which remained stable afterward (Fig. 1d), this can be ascribed to the significant damage happening to the RuO$_2$ electrode during
the charge-discharge cycles and the active material dissolution in the electrolyte. The changes in the Ru metallic state after cycling in 2-MePy/TFA were further confirmed using XPS analysis of the electrodes before and after the long cycling (Fig. S3 & S4b), which showed a major reduction in the Ru 3p signal which is ascribed to the clear degradation of the active material, RuO₂. On the other hand, TEAH/TFSI showed better long-term cycling stability with RuO₂, where the Ru 3p signals obtained from XPS remained intact (Fig. S4a). Provided the high ionicity, stability window, and long-term cyclability of TEAH/TFSI, we decided to perform further detailed electrochemical studies using this particular PIL.

**Fig. 2.** Capacitive behaviour of protic and aprotic IL based on TFSI anion for RuO₂ MSCs using flat substrate in ILs with SiWa doping (10 wt%). a. CV curves (100 mV s⁻¹) in an aprotic ionic-liquid, butyl-trimethyl ammonium trifluoromethane sulfonyl imide (BTMA/TFSI) before and after SiWa doping; b. CV curves using TEAH/TFSI before and after SiWa doping.

Although PILs can exchange protons at the RuO₂ electrode surface, the lack of swift proton (H⁺) transportability due to vehicle-type charge transport limits the rate performance [44, 47]. To address this issue, we decided to dope TEAH/TFSI with a solid ionic conductor of H⁺, silicotungstic acid, and monitored the change in the current response and voltage window. The SiWa belong to the family of heteropolyacids, which are hydrous salts exhibiting high proton conductivity (e.g. 0.027 S cm⁻¹ for SiWa.28H₂O) at room temperature owing to hydrogen-bonded conduction pathways in the crystal lattice originate from a large number of crystallized water molecules in the crystal hydrate and the dynamic dissociation of co-crystallized water molecules in the crystal hydrate via interactions with oxygen atoms of the Keggin anion, which increases the density of free protons [48, 49]. In our previous report, we successfully demonstrated the impact of SiWa with an aprotic ionic liquid electrolyte and the
pseudocapacitive current enhancement using RuO$_x$N$_y$S$_z$ electrodes [50]. The study of SiWa with PILs have never been done before and it would be interesting to explore the compatibility and electrochemical behavior in comparison to an aprotic ionic liquid of a similar structure as TEAH/TFSI. The CV study revealed a huge enhancement in the pseudocapacitive current response in SiWa-doped butyl-trimethyl ammonium trifluoromethane sulfonyl imide (BTMA/TFSI), the aprotic analogue chosen for the study (Fig. 2a), showing SiWa bestowed freely available H$^+$ ions to promote the surface redox reactions with RuO$_2$ which previously only had a double-layer contribution. On the other hand, in TEAH/TFSI, the SiWa accelerated the charge transport as evident from the rise in the current values owing to a combined Grotthuss (from SiWa) and vehicle-type (from TEAH/TFSI) transport (Fig. 2b).

**Fig. 3.** Electrochemical performance RuO$_2$ MSC using interdigitated porous DHBT Au substrate characterised in neat TEAH/TFSI and SiWa doped TEAH/TFSI; a. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images at different magnification of DHBT Au substrate with RuO$_2$ deposition; b. Comparison of CVs with the bare DHBT Au and after RuO$_2$ deposition at a scan
rate of 100 mV s$^{-1}$; c. Determination of the outer capacitance ($C_o$) and total capacitance ($C_t$) of the electrode obtained by calculating the voltammetric charge, $q^*$, as a function of the sweep rate, $v$; d. Comparison of Nyquist plots of RuO$_2$ deposited on interdigitated flat Au vs. DHBT Au substrate.

To demonstrate the practical viability of MSCs, developing high roughness current collectors having high electrochemically active surface area is imperative to increase the active material loading by keeping the limited footprint space available. Similar to our previous reports [11, 18, 50], we prepared high surface area interdigitated Au current collectors through the dynamic hydrogen bubble template (DHBT) method. The typical interconnected highly porous gold current collector containing RuO$_2$ deposits is revealed from the SEM image (Fig. 3a). The thickness of the porous electrodes after the RuO$_2$ deposition is ca. 20 μm. A comparison of the CV curves of the RuO$_2$ electrodes tested in TEAH/TFSI and TEAH/TFSI + SiW electrolytes are shown in Fig. 3b. A distinguishable gain in the current density is observed using SiW doped electrolyte with redox peaks that appeared conspicuous, which reveals proton abundance in the electrolyte and facile transfer of H$^+$ at the RuO$_2$, promoting the surface-controlled faradaic process. Importantly, going from flat to high roughness Au substrates showed a higher cell voltage primarily because of a higher resistance coming from DHBT substrates with increased electrode thickness. The CV curves at different scan rates showed reversibility of the redox reactions with a raise in the current upon increase in the scan rate (Fig. S6a). The galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD) curves at various current densities showed a non-linear shape typical for pseudocapacitive materials with long discharge time (Fig. S6b). It's noteworthy that the charge accessibility of RuO$_2$ using PILs might behave differently in comparison with aqueous electrolytes on account of their viscous nature in combination with a highly porous substrate and we might have a significant fraction of active material not participating. As a testimony to this, we used the method proposed by Trasatti et al., by calculating the outer charge ($q_o$) and total charge ($q_t$) as it is often used for RuO$_2$ materials [51] (Fig. 3c). The $q_o$ and $q_t$ analysis of the electrode is done by plotting voltammetric charge $q^*$ as a function of the sweep rate, $v$. Compared to the results from RuO$_2$ tested in aqueous 0.5 M H$_2$SO$_4$ electrolyte [18], PIL showed a lower $q_o$ contribution (13%), which could be attributed to the larger size of the cations and anions in PILs making it difficult to access the densely connected pores lowering the charge storage kinetics. We strongly believe that this issue can be well addressed in the future with a better understanding of the underlying charge storage mechanism and rational designing of the current collectors offering better charge accessibility and efficient utilization of the active sites.
electrolyte resistance in different substrates, the Nyquist plots correspond to RuO$_2$ MSCs tested in the same electrolyte with interdigitated flat vs. DHBT Au substrate configurations are acquired and shown in Fig. 3d. A low equivalent series resistance (ESR) of ca. 23.8 Ω cm$^2$ is obtained for porous RuO$_2$ MSC using SiWa-doped TEAH/TFSI with a near-vertical straight line in the low-frequency region indicating an ideal capacitive behaviour. The Bode plot was then used to determine the relaxation time constant ($\tau_0$) that gives an idea about the minimum time required to reach 50% of the capacitive energy storage, which was calculated from the characteristic frequency corresponding to a phase angle of 45°. The low $\tau_0$ values of 2.6 and 3.9 s for the neat and SiWa doped TEAH/TFSI, respectively, further corroborated the facilitated ion transport and a higher power delivery performance (Fig. S7).

**Fig. 4.** Electrochemical performance of porous RuO$_2$-based all-solid-state MSC. a. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of MSCs using liquid-state and ionogel TEAH/TFSI electrolyte; b. GCD curves of the all-solid-state MSC at different current densities; c. Long-term cycling stability study using liquid-state and ionogel electrolyte (inset represents a typical porous RuO$_2$-MSC device with ionogel coating).

To envision the practical application of MSCs, it is imperative to develop solid-state-electrolyte which are leakage-free and able to perform well under real operational conditions. Since SiWa doped TEAH/TFSI showed the best performance as the electrolyte for porous RuO$_2$ MSCs, we developed an ionogel using TEAH/TFSI + SiWa in combination with poly(vinylidene fluoride)-based host polymer (details are given in the experimental session). The choice of PVDF is obvious as it is a commonly used host matrix for the preparation of the ionogels in flexible energy storage devices as it offers high mechanical and thermal stability along with a high dielectric constant [52-54]. To better understand the change in the ESR while transitioning from liquid to gel-state of the electrolyte, we rely on the impedance spectroscopy measurement (Fig. 4a). A higher ESR value of 52.5 Ω cm$^2$ for the solid-state device (more than double as
compared to the liquid-state) can be attributed to the restricted ionic movement and the device being all-solid-state. The pseudo-rectangular-shaped CV curves at different scan rates (Fig. S8) showed the reversibility of the redox reactions. The non-linear-looking GCD curves at various current densities indicate pseudocapacitive-based charge storage (Fig. 4b). Compared to the CV and GCD curves of the MSCs using a liquid-state electrolyte, the all-solid-state MSC showed a characteristic resistive signature attributed to their higher ESR value. The solid-state MSC device showed a highest capacitance value of 79 mF cm\(^{-2}\) at 2 mV s\(^{-1}\), which is closer to the performance reported using liquid-state electrolyte (86 mF cm\(^{-2}\) at 5 mV s\(^{-1}\)). The energy vs. power density comparison of porous RuO\(_2\) MSCs tested in different electrolytes is represented in a Ragone plot to draw a broader perspective about their key difference in the areal performance matrix which is vital for the practical application of MSCs (Fig. S10). The higher cell voltage of PIL compared to the aqueous 0.5 M H\(_2\)SO\(_4\) electrolyte led to an enhanced energy density performance of 31.8 \(\mu\)Wh cm\(^{-2}\) at 0.5 mW cm\(^{-2}\) as compared to the MSC tested using 0.5 M H\(_2\)SO\(_4\) (7.6 \(\mu\)Wh cm\(^{-2}\) at 0.23 mW cm\(^{-2}\)). The solid-state MSC exhibited an energy density value of 17.26 \(\mu\)Wh cm\(^{-2}\) at 0.56 mW cm\(^{-2}\), which was slightly lower as compared to the liquid electrolyte. Table S1 (Supporting Information) shows a comparison of the electrochemical performance of porous RuO\(_2\) MSCs with state-of-the-art in-plane MSCs consisting of carbon-based or pseudocapacitive materials. It’s important to note that an explicit comparison with the performance reported in literature makes it difficult as there are big differences in the synthesis route, measurements followed, etc. and our goal here was to show an overview of the areal performance in different states of the electrolyte. In addition, even with pseudocapacitive electrode material and ionic-liquid electrolytes, the MSCs displayed a good long-term cycling performance up to 5000 cycles (Fig. 4c). We did try the electrochemical measurements of the all-solid-state MSC device in the 1.5 V window to understand whether it would lead to an improved electrochemical or cycling performance (Fig. S9). However, lowering the stability window did not lead to an improvement in the cycling performance. Nevertheless, it’s worth noting that the performance including areal capacitance, energy density, and cycle life can be greatly improved in the future with a rational choice of the PIL and a better understanding of the underlying charge storage mechanism. Although there’s plenty of room open to address these important questions, the performance reported here clearly demonstrates the potential of RuO\(_2\)-based all-solid-state MSCs for future IoT-based applications.
4. Conclusion
In summary, we have successfully demonstrated the use of protic ionic liquids as novel electrolytes for micro-supercapacitors employing electrodeposited RuO$_2$ electrodes. The surface-controlled proton-coupled electron transfer reaction is realised through the transfer of protons (H$^+$) from the base cation of PIL. The inclusion of SiWa granted the availability of free H$^+$ ions and enhanced pseudocapacitive current response with enlarged cell voltage. The use of PILs for real device application was further accomplished by the use of RuO$_2$ deposited on interdigitated porous Au current collectors having a high area enlargement factor (AEF). The resultant porous MSC rendered a cell voltage exceeding 2 V with areal capacitance as high as 86 mF cm$^{-2}$ at 5 mV s$^{-1}$ and superior energy density performance of 31.8 µWh cm$^{-2}$ at 0.5 mW cm$^{-2}$. The ionogel-based all-solid-state MSC showed the potential integration in real on-chip device applications rendering similar performance as liquid-state electrolyte with superior long-term cycling stability. We are convinced and important to emphasize that the performance can be greatly improved through rational architecting of porous MSC current collectors and conformal loading of the active material in combination with the ideal choice of the PIL. This work opens up new avenues for the development of high-performance MSC devices employing a combination of pseudocapacitive materials and ionic liquid-based safe electrolytes having better encapsulation and higher energy storage performance.
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